
Influence of Fillers and Bonding Agents
on the Viscoelasticity of Highly Filled Elastomers

ABSTRACT: Highly filled elastomers such as solid propellants exhibit a complex nonlinear viscoelastic behavior. This work aimed at
determining the influence of binder–filler and filler–filler interactions on the microstructure and the viscoelastic properties of the pro-
pellant using a design of experiments method. The influences of the filler fraction and of the filler–binder bonding agents (FBBA)
were measured by swelling experiments and prestrained dynamic mechanical analyses. The results showed that FBBA react on the fil-
ler surface and concentrate the curing agents in the vicinity of the fillers. The nonlinearity of the viscoelastic behavior originated
from filler–filler interactions that created high stress zones between fillers and therefore constrained the movements of the macromo-

lecules of the binder. Filler–binder interactions induced by the FBBA increased the filler effective volume as well as the heterogeneous
stress distribution in the microstructure.
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INTRODUCTION

Solid propellants are highly filled elastomers used for propul-

sion of rockets and launchers. Their filler volume fraction

reaches 80%. Only a small amount of binder holds the particles

together and provides viscoelastic properties to the composite

up to large strains. The high filler fraction and the physical

properties of the filler–binder interaction induce a complex,

highly nonlinear mechanical behavior of the composite. Not-

withstanding, predictive material models are needed to design

the structure of the launchers.

The modeling of the nonlinear viscoelastic mechanical behavior

exhibited by highly filled materials is a current research chal-

lenge. Phenomenological models1–5 are inaccurate under multi-

axial loadings, whereas homogenization theories6–9 are only

accurate up to a filler fraction of 30%–50%. At high filler frac-

tions, the macroscopic behavior is closely entangled with the

physical complexity of the microstructure. At the scale of the

polymer chains, macromolecules are either free or cross-linked

and interact with plasticizers and the fillers surface. The numer-

ous local mechanisms leading to the measured macroscopic

nonlinear behavior make it difficult to distinguish the influence

of filler–filler interactions from binder–filler interactions. The

peculiar effects of these phenomena on the behavior are neither

easy to represent in phenomenological models nor accessible

within homogenization theories.

Because of the physical and chemical properties of the binder

and the fillers, links are not spontaneously formed between the

polymer chains of the binder and the filler surface; the fillers

are denoted as nonreinforcing.10 Consequently, filler–binder

bonding agents (FBBA) have to be introduced in the composi-

tion to prevent dewetting, i.e., separation between fillers and

binder.11,12 FBBA are low-molecular-weight compounds with

several functional groups. Some of the functional groups are

reacting with the filler surface, whereas others, such as hydroxyl

groups, react with the curing agents of the binder.12,13 By pro-

moting filler–binder interactions, FBBA have a strong influence

on the ultimate strength at large strains,12 and on the small

strain viscoelastic behavior.10

Numerous studies have tried to understand and to quantify the

influence of the filler fraction on the mechanical behavior of

filled elastomers.14–22 Payne15 divides the influence of fillers on

the nonlinear viscoelastic behavior into three contributions: (a)

the hydrodynamic effect, (b) the filler network effect, and (c)

the effect of binder–filler linkage. The filler network is defined

as “interaggregate association by physical (. . .) forces.” 17 Simi-

larly, (d) molecular slippage of elastomer chains along the filler

surface18 and (e) geometrical rearrangement of fillers2 are added

to the possible physical mechanisms.

After comparing the sizes and the reinforcing properties of pro-

pellants fillers and common carbon black fillers, Stacer et al.10
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concluded that a filler network does not form in propellants

and that the nonlinearity of the viscoelastic behavior is entirely

due to the strength of the binder–filler interface. Besides, in

conjunction with the binder–filler interactions, the presence of

highly packed fillers leads to a highly heterogeneous stress dis-

tribution into the microstructure. Numerical simulations of

actual filler distributions9,23,24 show stress localization zones in

the binder situated between close adjacent fillers and a differ-

ence of an order of magnitude between the global macroscopic

and the local microscopic strain.

This work aimed at determining the influence of binder–filler

and filler–filler interactions on the propellant microstructure

and macroscopic viscoelastic properties, using a large experi-

mental campaign. To differentiate the influence of the fillers

from the influence of their interaction with other components,

a design of experiment method has been implemented taking

into account four factors: the filler fraction, the presence of

FBBA, the NCO/OH ratio, and the plasticizer content. The

NCO/OH ratio is the ratio of the quantity of curing agents with

respect to the quantity of hydroxyl functions in the introduced

polymer. In this article, the results quantifying the influence of

the first two factors, namely the filler fraction and the presence

of FBBA, are discussed. The discussion of the last two factors is

presented in an accompanying article.25

EXPERIMENTAL

To comprehend the influence of different factors on the nonlin-

ear behavior as well as to overcome the complexity of the local

mechanisms, a D-optimal design of experiments (DoE)26 was

used to program and analyze the experiments. A combination

of factors was chosen to span the largest volume within the

experimental region in the material parameter space, which cre-

ated an optimal set of experiments. Four factors defining the

material components were chosen in this work: (i) the filler

fraction, (ii) the NCO/OH ratio, (iii) the plasticizer content,

and (iv) the FBBA. Swelling experiments measured the micro-

scopic parameters, such as the sol polymer fraction and the pro-

pellant and binder cross-link densities. The macroscopic

viscoelastic behavior was characterized by prestrained dynamic

mechanical analyses (PDMA).27

Factors and Materials

The fillers used were ammonium perchlorate and aluminum

particles. The size of the ammonium perchlorate fillers lied

between 20 and 200 lm, whereas the mean size of the alumi-

num fillers was 5 lm. The ammonium perchlorate fillers pre-

sented a near spherical shape. The shape of the aluminum

particles is less regular but is still usually modeled as spherical.28

For the purpose of determining the deformation mechanisms,

all the fillers were considered spherical. The materials must

remain highly filled; therefore, the filler fractions of the DoE

was varied in mass fraction of 62 wt % around the standard 88

wt % value of the industrial propellant.

The binder was based on hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene

prepolymer cured with a methylene dicyclohexyl isocyanate.

The NCO/OH ratio is the ratio of the quantity of isocyanate

functions (NCO) with respect to the quantity of hydroxyl

functions (OH). The NCO/OH ratio varied between 0.8 and

1.1. The plasticizer introduced was dioctyl azelate molecules.

Plasticizer content lied between 10 and 30 wt % of the binder.

The exact synthesis of the FBBA molecules is confidential and

will, therefore, not be described. However, the FBBA are a com-

bination of two molecules, denoted X and Y hereafter.

Molecule X, although reacting with both the ammonium per-

chlorate filler and the polymeric binder and hence classified as

an FBBA, has first been used to increase the ultimate strain of

propellants. This molecule reacted with the curing agent and

the filler surface. The chemical reaction increased the cross-link

density in the vicinity of the fillers and, by consuming curing

agents, weakened the polymer network in the binder. This mol-

ecule was introduced in each material, independently of the

FBBA factor level. Hence, the influence of molecule X on the

polymer network was the same for all the materials.

Molecule Y contains aziridine groups that react with the ammo-

nium perchlorate fillers converting the molecule into a poly-

meric form.11 This molecule enveloped the filler in a dense

strengthening layer.12,29

The propellant needs both molecules to create an effective

binder–filler adhesion.30 However, the chemical interactions

between the compounds were complex, and the exact mecha-

nisms leading to proper filler–binder adhesion were difficult to

quantify. Therefore, this factor was chosen to be categorical and

presented two levels: absence (2) or presence (3) of molecule Y.

The materials were thermally cured for 2 weeks at 50�C.

Because four factors were chosen, 20 materials were necessary

to measure the influence of each factor and their first interac-

tion separately. Two additional materials were manufactured to

increase the robustness of the DoE. The levels of the factors for

each material are given in Table I.

Physicochemical Characterization

The swelling experiments followed the swelling to equilibrium

procedure.31 Six specimens for each material were tested. The

initial mass of the specimens was m0. The specimens were

placed in a toluene bath, which was renewed everyday, and their

mass was regularly measured. When the mass attained a con-

stant value, swelling equilibrium was reached. The process usu-

ally takes 4–5 days.

The specimens were then divided into two groups. Half of the

specimens were weighed, and the swollen mass of the propellant

msp was obtained. The solvent was then evaporated until a con-

stant dry mass mdp was reached. Mass loss Msf after extraction

and drying indicated the mass of sol fraction in the initial for-

mulation, eq. (1).

Msf 5m02mdp (1)

A high quantity of plasticizers was introduced into the premix

during manufacturing. Adding these molecules aimed at facili-

tating the process, particularly the incorporation of fillers, and

providing targeted mechanical properties of the final product.

Moreover, solid propellants are voluntarily under cross-linked.

Consequently, a part of the polymer chains remained unlinked

to the network.
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The sol fraction is defined as the microstructural phase that can

be extracted by swelling, meaning the fraction of the binder

unlinked to the global polymer network and not contributing

to the elastic response. Sol fraction in propellants is mainly

constituted of polymer chains and plasticizer molecules.

Consequently, the measured mass of sol fraction was the sum of

the mass of plasticizer molecules and the mass of sol polymer

chains. In the sequel, we shall denote by Msolpol and Vsolpol

the mass and volume of polymer chains in the sol fraction, and

by Mplast and Vplast the mass and volume of plasticizer

molecules.

Extracting a similar propellant with an identical procedure and

measuring the quantity of plasticizer molecules in the extracted

fraction showed that the quantity of plasticizer in the sol frac-

tion is equal to the quantity introduced during manufacture.32

This result proves that no link is formed between the plasticizer

and the polymer network or the fillers during curing of the

polymer. Thus, Mplast corresponded to the mass of plasticizers

introduced during the manufacturing of the material; see Table

I. If some additives were extracted, their mass was assumed to

be insignificant. Msolpol was then deduced using eq. (2),

Msolpol5Msf 2Mplast (2)

The volume of the sol fraction, Vsf, and of its components were

determined using the density of the polymer and the plasticizer,

qpol5 910 kg m23 and qplast5 920 kg m23, respectively.

Vsf 5Vsolpol1Vplast5
Msolpol

qpol
1

Mplast

qplast
(3)

Finally, the fraction of the sol polymer, Fsolpol, was determined

through eq. (4):

Fsolpol5
Vsolpol

Vpol

5
Vsf 2Vplast

Vpol

(4)

where the polymer volume fraction in the binder was

Vpol5 12Vplast. Again, the volume of the hydroxyl-terminated

polybutadiene polymer chains and the plasticizer molecules was

assumed to determine the volume of the binder.

The other half of the specimens was placed in dimethylforma-

mide, which was renewed daily for 5 days, to extract the ammo-

nium perchlorate fillers. Aluminum fillers were not extracted.

The swelling to equilibrium procedure in toluene was reiterated.

The swollen and dry masses of the binder, denoted msb and

mdb, respectively, were obtained and allowed the determination

of the swelling ratios:

Gi5
msi

mdi

(5)

where the subscript i stands for the propellant, p, or the

binder, b.

The cross-link densities of the propellant, Dp, and of the binder,

Db, defined as moles of cross-links per unit volume, were

deduced from the equilibrium swelling ratios according to

eq. (6).

Di52
ln ð12V2iÞ1V2i1v12V

2
2i

V1ðV
1=3
2i 2V2i=2ÞV

2=3
0

(6)

where the subscript i stands for either the propellant p or the

binder b as before, V0 is the volume fraction of the polymer as

cross-linking occurred (here V051), V1 is the molar volume of

the solvent, V2i is the volume fraction of the polymer in the

swollen gel fraction and was determined by eq. (7). v12 is the

Flory–Huggins polymer–solvent interaction parameter equal to

0.355.33 q1 and q2 are the volume masses of the solvent and the

polymer, q15 0.8869 g cm23 and q25 0.9 g cm23, respectively.

V2i5
1

11Gi
q2
q1

(7)

Fsolpol, Dp, and Db constituted three DoE responses characteriz-

ing the microstructure and were analyzed according to the pro-

cedure described in the DoE Analysis Section.

Prestrained Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

The PDMA procedure used in this study superimposed a tensile

prestrain on small strain oscillations, which allowed the mea-

surement of the nonlinear viscoelastic behavior at large strains.

This procedure has been previously discussed.27,34,35

PDMA experiments were achieved using a Metravib Viscoanaly-

seur VA3000. Rectangular specimens of dimension 50 mm 3 10

mm 3 5 mm were used. The experimental procedure consisted

of superimposing a tensile prestrain to a tensile sinusoidal strain

onto the specimen, which defined a total strain of:

Table I. Materials Manufactured Following the DoE Method

Material

Fillers

(wt %) FBBA

NCO/OH

ratio

Plasticizer

(wt % binder)

0 86 – 1.1 10

1 90 – 0.8 30

2 86 3 1.1 20

3 90 3 0.8 20

4 86 – 1.1 30

5 90 3 1.1 30

6 90 – 0.8 10

7 86 3 0.8 10

8 86 – 0.8 20

9 86 3 0.8 30

10 90 – 0.95 20

11 88 – 1.1 20

12 90 3 1.1 10

13 88 3 0.95 30

14 88 3 0.95 15

15 88 – 0.88 25

16 88 – 0.95 10

17 90 3 0.8 10

18 86 – 0.8 10

19 86 3 1.1 10

20 89 – 1.1 20

21 89 – 0.8 10

Absence or presence of FBBA is denoted by – and 3, respectively.
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eðtÞ5e01easin ð2pftÞ (8)

where the strain amplitude is ea5 0.01%, 0.1%, or 0.5%, and

the frequency is f 5 5 Hz. The tests were performed at room

temperature. Different levels of prestrain e0,i were reached from

0.01% to about 10%.34

The norm of the complex modulus jjE�jj and the loss factor tan

d were determined at each prestrain level. The storage and loss

moduli, E0 and E00, were deduced from these values using:

jjE�jj5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

E
0 2
1E

00 2
p

and tan d5
E

00

E
0 (9)

The storage modulus, E0, quantifies the elastic part of the

behavior whereas the loss modulus, E00, corresponds to the

quantity of heat dissipated by friction between polymer chains

during a strain cycle.16 Assuming that the material behavior can

be represented by a linear rheological model, E00 is also directly

linked to the viscosity of the composite.

To quantify the variation of E0 and E00, we shall use the phe-

nomenological model proposed in previous articles.27,35 It has

been shown that the behavior can be decomposed into a linear

domain and a nonlinear domain (Figure 1). If M stands for the

storage modulus E0 or the loss modulus E00, a unique model,

eq. (10), was used to approximate both curves. The constants a,

b, et, c, and n were identified from the experimental results

using a least-squares optimization algorithm in MathematicaVR .

M5

a1blog e0 e0 < et ;

a1blog e01c log
e0

et

� �� �n

else :

8

>

<

>

:

(10)

The responses of a DoE have to be numerical quantity that can

be systematically determined for each material and then statisti-

cally analyzed. The viscoelastic behavior of the material accord-

ing to prestrain was quantified by three parameters that

characterize each domain and the threshold between them (Fig-

ure 1). The plateau value P characterizes the linear domain and

is the model response at the chosen value e05 ep, see eq. (11).

P5a1blogep (11)

where ep5 0.01%.

The nonlinearity threshold T is directly given by et. The nonli-

nearity domain is characterized by its slope S, which is the mean

value of N tangents to the curve at e0 higher than et [eq. (12)].

S5
1

N

X

N

i51

b1cn log
et1ei

et

� �� �n21
( )

(12)

where ei 2 3%; 6%½ � and N5 16 is the chosen number of

tangents.

In the following sections, superscripts (•)0 and (•)00 were added to

the parameters to denote the application for the storage modulus

E0 or the loss modulus E00, respectively. The macroscopic visco-

elastic behavior of each material, quantified by P, T , and S, was

analyzed according to the procedure described in the next section.

Analysis of the DoE Responses

Using the Design-Expert
VR

software,36 the analysis of the

response was performed in the classical frame of design of

experiments.37 The responses R of the materials were the results

of the experimental procedures described in the previous sec-

tions, i.e., Fsolpol, Dp, Db, P, T , and S.

A model with n coefficients can only be investigated with a

DoE consisting of at least n runs. According to the number of

factors chosen and the number of materials manufactured, the

possible models were:

� Mean value: R5m

� Linear: R5m1

X

4

i51

ciFi

� First-order interactions: R5m1

X

4

i;j51
i<j

ciFi1dijFiFj
� �

� Quadratic: R5m1

X

4

i;j51
i<j

ciFi1eiF
2
i 1dijFiFj

� �

where R is the response for the material depending on the fac-

tors F5 F1; :::; Fnf g, m stands for the mean value of the

response, and the unknowns ci , dij , and ei were obtained by

optimization on the experimental results. An analysis of var-

iance determined the model form best representing the results

while taking into account the least number of terms. A second

analysis of variance was performed on the chosen model form

to eliminate the terms corresponding to noninfluential factors

or interactions (p-value< 0.05). Any necessary transformation

of the data was determined by a Box–Cox plot,38 and the analy-

sis was then repeated with the transformed data.

The final model represented the response according to the factors

of the DoE, here variables of material composition. The good fit of

the model was evaluated by the adjusted correlation coefficient

R2
adj , which took into account the number of terms in the model.39

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fit of the models with respect to the experimental data is dis-

cussed in the second part of this study.25 The results discussed

next show the influence of the filler fraction and the presence of

FBBA on the microstructure and the viscoelastic behavior.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the quantification of the viscoelastic

behavior.
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Microstructure

As a first outcome to the analysis, we can state that increasing

the filler fraction leads to an increase in the cross-link density

of the propellant Dp and of the binder Db. Figure 2 represents

the influence of the interaction between FBBA and filler fraction

on the cross-link densities. When FBBA are present, an increase

in filler fraction lead to a strong increase in cross-link densities

Dp and Db. In the absence of FBBA, the filler fraction had a

weak influence on the cross-link densities.

The increase in propellant cross-link density Dp with filler frac-

tion confirmed that FBBA were indeed creating links between

the filler surface and the binder. A strong interaction between

the two factors was expected as FBBA are chemically activated

by the fillers. It also confirmed that both molecule X and mole-

cule Y were necessary to promote filler–binder adhesion. Mole-

cule X did not produce an effective adhesion between fillers and

binder25 because the cross-link density did not depend on the

filler fraction in the materials containing no FBBA, that is,

where the molecule Y was absent.

The binder cross-link density Db depended unexpectedly on fil-

ler fraction when molecule Y was added. The aziridine cycles in

molecule Y homopolymerized around the ammonium perchlo-

rate fillers. This reaction created a strong polymer layer around

the filler that will not be dissolved with the filler. As a conse-

quence, Db still increased with filler fraction even though the

fillers were removed from the microstructure. Therefore, Db was

not an exact measurement of the binder cross-link density, from

which the influence of filler–binder adhesion would have been

eliminated. Because Db depended on the filler fraction, it

seemed that a significant fraction of the cross-links was situated

on the filler surface when FBBA were introduced.

The sol polymer fraction Fsolpol increased linearly with filler

fraction and decreased when FBBA were added (Figure 3).

At first glance, the increase in the sol polymer fraction with the

filler fraction seemed inconsistent with the increase in cross-link

density in the presence of FBBA. This can be explained by

observing the action of molecule X. As this molecule reacted

with the fillers, it blocked the curing agents, and thus they will

not be available for building the polymer network. The cross-

link density increased around the filler whereas the actual cross-

link density of the polymer network was assumed to decrease in

the bulk of the binder. The molecule X created an imbalance of

curing agents distribution, and, hence, a gradient of cross-link

density into the microstructure. The fraction of polymer chains

linked to the network decreased whereas the sol polymer frac-

tion increased.

It should be noticed that the cross-link density of material 1

could not be measured. As the material was placed in the sol-

vent, the sol polymer fraction was so large that the material dis-

solved and fillers were also extracted. Although this material

contained 90 wt % of fillers, the NCO/OH ratio was low, and

the plasticizer content was high. The links created by molecule

X between the fillers and the polymer chains deprived the

binder network of too many curing agents, and the global net-

work did not provide enough binding to create a solid material.

Hence, when no FBBA were added, the cross-link density of the

binder was only lightly influenced by the filler fraction whereas

the quantity of sol polymer can increase strongly until a global

network no longer exists.

The FBBA reacted with polymer chains in the network or in the

sol fraction alike. Therefore, at a constant amount of curing

agents, the increase in FBBA will directly decrease the sol poly-

mer fraction.

Macroscopic Behavior

The plateau values P0 and P00 increased almost linearly with the fil-

ler fraction (Figures 4 and 5). An effect of the filler fraction was a

decrease in the total quantity of polymer per unit volume and

therefore increased hydrodynamic and strain amplification

effects.40 This was also due to the high filler fraction of propellant

materials where fillers can be considered as rigid and where the

polymer network was constrained between the neighboring fillers.

Another effect of the increase in filler fraction is an increase in

sol polymer fraction. The sol polymer was considered to move

freely within the microstructure and did not directly influence

Figure 2. Influence of filler fraction and FBBA on the cross-link density

of the propellant Dp and of the binder Db. NCO/OH5 0.95, plasti-

cizer5 20 wt % of the binder.

Figure 3. Influence of filler fraction and FBBA on the sol polymer fraction

Fsolpol. NCO/OH5 0.95, plasticizer5 20 wt % of the binder.
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the elastic branch of the composite. However, the movement

generated a considerable amount of intermolecular friction,

which was translated into a viscous effect. We can resume by

saying that as dissipation increases P00 increases.

Figures 4 and 5 show that the plateau values P0 and P00 decreased

when the strain amplitude increased. This effect, often called

Payne effect, is generally attributed to the destruction of the filler

structure in elastomers filled with reinforcing fillers such as car-

bon black.15,16 For highly filled elastomers, the fillers introduced

are nonreinforcing and do not form agglomerates, and one can-

not assume the existence of a filler structure. However, increasing

the amplitude of the strain oscillations is favorable to microstruc-

tural movements. The polymer chains position around the fillers

was modified, which limited the constraint imposed by such a

high filler fraction on the polymer network. At this point, the fil-

ler geometrical arrangement was assumed to disturb the deforma-

tion of the polymer network in response to the imposed loading.

The plateau value P0 of the storage modulus increased with the

presence of FBBA at low strain amplitude (Figure 4). This factor

had no influence at high amplitudes.

Although the measured sol fraction and cross-link densities depend

on FBBA (see the discussion of the microstructure), the influence of

this factor on P0 was limited. Two effects of the presence of FBBA

were combined on the response P0. First, as the polymer network is

linked to the fillers by the FBBA chemical reaction, the fillers acting

as giant cross-links disturb the strain distribution in the binder.

Therefore, the FBBA molecules intensified the influence of fillers on

the behavior and increased the plateau value P0 of the storage modu-

lus. Second, adding FBBA concentrated the cross-links around the

fillers and deprived the network of curing agents. Decrease in the

cross-link density of the polymer network inevitably lead to a

decrease in storage modulus P0.

The loss modulus plateau values P00 increased with FBBA at all

amplitudes, although the influence of FBBA was reduced with

increasing strain amplitude (Figure 5).

The FBBA reacted chemically with the filler surface, curing

agents, and polymer chains. They created a reinforcing layer of

high modulus polymer around the filler. This layer increased

the effective volume of the fillers and linked the polymer net-

work to the surface of the fillers. The constraints imposed on

the polymer network were then strongly amplified and dissipa-

tions in the microstructure increased. As already discussed, the

constraints imposed by the fillers on the polymer network were

partially released by an increase in strain amplitude.

The filler fraction had the expected influence on the threshold

values T0 for ea5 0.01% and T00 for both amplitudes, i.e., the

threshold decreased as the filler fraction increased (Figures 6

and 7). Moreover, the threshold values increased with increasing

strain amplitude.

A similar increase in storage and loss modulus with prestrain

was observed on filled elastomers at higher prestrains. It was

associated with the limit of the extensibility of the network.41

As already remarked, the high filler fraction induced strain

amplification at the microscopic level, which translated into a

decrease in the macroscopically measured threshold.

Contrary to expectations, the threshold T0 for a strain ampli-

tude of 0.1% did not depend on the filler fraction. This lack of

Figure 4. Influence of filler fraction and FBBA on the plateau value P0.

NCO/OH5 0.95, plasticizer5 20 wt % of the binder.

Figure 5. Influence of filler fraction and FBBA on the plateau value P00.

NCO/OH5 0.95, plasticizer5 20 wt % of the binder.

Figure 6. Influence of the filler fraction on the storage modulus threshold

T0. NCO/OH5 0.95, plasticizer5 20 wt % of the binder.
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influence was attributed to two causes. First, as previously

stated,27,35 the determination of the threshold was a weak point

of the model. Second, the DoE maximized the information

from a chosen number of materials but did not guarantee that

the information can be obtained in whole. As a consequence,

the data might still be insufficient to clearly differentiate the

influence of all the factors, especially in scattered responses.

Therefore, the sensitivity of the threshold T was not robust

enough to advance further discussion of the deformation

mechanism.

The filler fraction was the most influential factor on the nonli-

nearity slopes S0 and S00 for every strain amplitudes ea (Figures

8 and 9). Although all S increased with increasing filler fraction,

the influence of filler fraction on S was highly dependent on the

strain amplitude ea. Moreover, the influence of filler fraction on

the slopes was linear at high strain amplitude, whereas it was

nonlinear at low strain amplitude.

The increase in the slopes S0 and S00 with filler fraction was

directly linked to the strain amplification by the fillers. More-

over, the significant influence of the strain amplitude and the

nonlinear influence of the filler fraction for low strain ampli-

tudes suggested that another mechanism also occurred. We sug-

gest that, in highly filled elastomers, the observed mechanical

behavior is related to the aligning of the solid filler particles

according to the applied strain direction.

In highly filled systems like solid propellants, stress concentra-

tions appeared between adjacent close particles, depending on

their size.9 In addition, bands of increased stress were created,

as those particles align in the direction of the applied strain.24

The polymer network between those particles was highly

strained and reached its finite extensibility at lower prestrain

than the rest of the binder. The nonlinear domain corre-

sponded to the state where the fillers align in the direction of

the prestrain and reached a “locked” state, imposing severe

restrictions on the polymer chains. As the prestrain increased

in the nonlinear domain, the blocked fraction of the binder

increased.

Following this hypothesis, the increase in the strain amplitude

lowered the constraints imposed by the fillers on the polymer

chains and the blocked portions of the network were then

released. Consequently, the slope of the storage modulus S0

decreased. As the released polymer chains recaptured mobil-

ity, the dissipation decreased. Therefore, we observed a reduc-

tion in S00 with increasing prestrain. On the other hand, when

the strain amplitude was low, the fraction of fillers in a

locked state increased nonlinearly, and the microstructural

movements were not large enough to relieve these

constraints.

The slopes S0 and S00 increased in the presence of FBBA at all

the measured strain amplitudes (Figures 8 and 9). The slopes

were linked to a physical mechanism involving filler alignment

in the prestrain direction. This mechanism created high stress

bands and constrained the polymer chains. Because adding

FBBA linked the polymer network to the filler surface and

increased the filler effective volume, it directly affected the con-

straints imposed by the fillers on the polymer chains. As a con-

sequence, all slopes increased with FBBA.

Figure 7. Influence of the filler fraction on the loss modulus threshold T00.

NCO/OH5 0.95, plasticizer5 20 wt % of the binder.

Figure 8. Influence of the filler fraction and FBBA on the nonlinearity

slope S0; NCO/OH ratio5 0.95, plasticizer5 20 wt % of the binder.

Figure 9. Influence of the filler fraction and FBBA on the nonlinearity

slope S00; NCO/OH ratio5 0.95, plasticizer5 20 wt % of the binder.
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CONCLUSIONS

We studied the influence of binder–filler and filler–filler interac-

tions on the microstructure and viscoelastic behavior of a solid

propellant similar to the industrial composition and containing

reactive fillers. Thus, the influence of additives such as FBBA

was measured without any assumption. We programmed and

analyzed a series of experiments on a large basis of materials

using a design of experiments that took into account four fac-

tors: the filler fraction, the presence of FBBA, the NCO/OH

ratio, and the plasticizer content.

This article presents the influence of the fillers and their interac-

tion with the binder, i.e., the influence of the filler fraction and

FBBA factors. The results concerning the influence of the binder

(NCO/OH ratio and plasticizer content) will be discussed in an

accompanying article.25

The microstructure of the materials was characterized by swel-

ling experiments. The sol polymer fraction and the cross-link

density of the propellant and the binder were deduced. The

nonlinear viscoelastic behavior was determined by PDMA tests.

Using a phenomenological model, the nonlinearity of each

material was quantified and processed in the classical frame of

design of experiments.

The fillers alone did not have a strong influence on the micro-

structure. However, the added FBBA reacted on the surface of

the fillers and created an imbalance of cross-links, concentrating

the curing agents in the vicinity of the fillers. Consequently, the

quantity of fillers modified the formed polymer network.

The fillers had a strong influence on the viscoelastic measure-

ments. Apart from expected hydrodynamic and strain amplifica-

tion effects, filler–filler interactions created high-stress zones

between adjacent fillers and constrained the polymeric network.

Fillers geometrical rearrangement according to prestrain could

lead to a locked situation corresponding to the observed nonlin-

ear domain. In addition, filler–binder interactions promoted by

the FBBA amplified this effect by increasing the filler effective

volume and the heterogeneous stress distribution into the

microstructure.

The goal of this study was to widely explore the influence of

the composition on the mechanical behavior of highly filled

elastomers. Future works should focus on detailing the chemi-

cal interaction between the constituents, especially the

interaction between the fillers and the plasticizer molecules

through the action of the FBBA. A targeted mixture

design of experiments can provide answers regarding these

mechanisms.
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